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Abstract 4

A minimalist approach to the design of walking robots is presented, in which -
emphasis is placed on the simplification of control, the use of mechanics to solve
problems, and the use of biologically inspired designs. Control is realized by artflcial
neurons, arranged to mimic neural control circuits found in animals. An artificial neuron
consists of an RC circuit and an inverting Schmidt trigger. Pulses will travel along loops
or chains of neurons. Actuators can be driven in a coordinated manner by the arnplitled
outputs of neurons. The pattern of motion a given network creates in a set of actuators
can be modfled by changing the number and duration of pulses, and by changing the
topology of a network. A simple network controlling properly designed mechanics can
result in a robot capable of a wide range of motions, including stepping and various gaits.
A nervous network can independently control a walking robot, and it can be interfaced to
other devices. A network is described that is interfaced to a microprocessor and controls
a physical robot.

Introduction
The field of minimalist robotics can be traced to Rodney Brooks, who suggested

the use of distributed or “bottom-up” control in contrast to a centralized “top-down”
approach. In Brook’s “subsumption architecture”, a robot is designed as a collection of
independent modules that together are able to perform a task, rather than as a mechanical
chassis that is completely controlled by a central computer. This report presents a flavor
of minimalist robotics developed by Mark Tilden, often referred to as “BEAM robotics”
in popular literature. Tilden’s techniques have resulted in a patent and have been
implemented in hundreds of small autonomous robots [1-4]. The minimalist design
philosophy presented here can be summarized by three concepts. Simplify control as
much as possible. Use mechanics to solve problems that would normally have to be
solved with control. Learn from functional robots that exist in nature (animals).

In many “top-down” walkers controlled by a central computer, the processor must
completely control the state of the robot for all points in time. Programming a machine’s
exact response for all possible situations it can encounter is difficult, prone to error, and
in the case of walking, not necessary. The circuits presented here are simple networks
that provide a basic pattern of movement to a robot. The movements are easily
modulated or controlled by a processor, but computer control is not necessary for
walking. This leads to a layered type of robot design, where a layer of simple, dedicated
circuits provide a basic motion to a machine and a higher layer of processor type
machines collects information from sensors, makes decisions about directives, and sends
simple commands to the lower layers.

‘Sandia National Laboratories is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin
Company, for the United States Department of Energy under Contract DE-ACW94AL85000
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The Nv Neuron
The Nv neuron is shown in Figure 1. It is made of a RC circuit and an inverting

Schmidt trigger. For purposes of discussion, we will call node A the “network input”,
node B the “stimulus input”, and node C the “output*’. When the output of the neuron is
high, it is said to be “quiescent”, or “off’. When the output is low, the neuron is said to
be “fwing”, “active”, or “on”. To provide useful output, several neurons are connected
together in loops or chains, the output of one neuron connecting to the network input of
another. Injecting currents at the stimulus inputs can modify the behavior of the loop as a
whole. The resulting networks are simple modules that provide a wide variety of easily
controlled signal patterns. They are analogous to, and were inspired by, central pattern
generators. Central pattern generators are small networks of biological neurons that
control motion in many animals.

A typical input to a neuron is shown in trace A of Figure 1. The neuron acts as an
active delay element. A low-to-high transition on the input node initiates a low-going
pulse of fixed duration at the output.

[

Vh
t2–tl = RCln —

Vthl
(1)

where Vh is the output-high voltage of the Schmidt trigger, and Vthl is the high-to-low
transition voltage. Usually, R is fi the range of mega-ohms, C in the range of
microfarads, and typical pulse durations are on the order of seconds.
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Figure 1. Time traces of voltages in an Nv neuron using a CMOS Schmidt trigger. The
diode models the static discharge protection common to CMOS device inputs.

Generating Locomotion Patterns with Networks of Neurons
Neurons are typically arranged in loops, as shown in Figure 2, or in chains, as in

Figure 3. When one neuron f~es, the negative transition on its output causes the next
neuron in line to stop firing. Because of this, no two consecutive neurons can be f~ing at
the same time. As soon as a neuron stops fwing, the positive transition on its output
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causes the next one in line to immediately begin. In this configuration, neurons will f~e
in succession. The successive activity of neurons can be thought of as a pulse
“traveling” around a loop. The number of pulses traveling in a loop can be called the
“mode” of the loop. Because no two consecutive neurons may be on at the same time,
the maximum number of neurons in a loop that can be fuing is one half (rounded down)
of the total number of neurons in the loop: The minimum number of pulses is zero.

Figure 2. Time traces of the output of each neuron in a four neuron loop. This shows
the three possible modes for a loop of four neurons.

Neuron outputs can be amplified and used to drive actuators. Simple loops
composed of only a few neurons can provide a wide variety of useful signal patterns.
Depending on which actuators are driven by which neurons, and on the mode of the loop,
the signals can be used to move a machine with a wide variety of coordinated movement.
Figure 3 shows how a chain of neurons can control the stepping motion of a leg. Figure 4
shows how a loop of neurons can control the order of stepping in a 4-legged robot. An
Nv network is not limited to one kind of leg or to quadrupedal robots. Nv neurons can be
configured and interfaced to actuators so as to provide almost any pattern of coordinated
movement, such as stepping, grasping, swimming, undulating, and flapping.

These circuits are simple, robust devices that provide a very versatile range of
basic patterns of motion. They do not, however, offer very precise control over these
motions. Fortunately, it is easy to control networks of Nv neurons with other devices.
This ease of control leads to the possibilities of hybrid controllers that consist of a
microprocessor and an Nv network. The hybrid approach potentially combines the best
of both technologies. The processor can be used for large scale data storage, map
making, complicated decision making, and interpretation of complex sensor data, while
the Nv circuit can be used to give a machine basic mobility.

There are three parameters that can be changed in order to control the behavior of
an Nv neuron robot. The connections between actuators and neurons, the fuing duration
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of individual neurons, and the mode of the loop can all be changed. Connections
between actuators and neurons are typically changed by using a multiplexer. The
duration of neurons and the mode of a loop are both changed by injecting currents at the
stimulus input of a neuron.
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Figure 3. A chain of neurons can control the stepping motion of a leg. A pulse input on
the fwst neuron initiates the stepping sequence. The top part of the diagram shows a
schematic of the circuit and how the two motors (A and B) are connected to the neurons.
The middle section shows a time trace of the output of each of the four neurons. The
bottom part of the figure shows the mechanical configuration of the leg and how it
changes through time.

In a walking machine, the actuators are typically exhibiting some sort of
oscillatory motion. Changing the connections between actuators and neurons changes the
phase of these oscillations, which often changes the direction of travel. For example, in
Figure 3, if the connections between motors and neurons were reversed (A+ to F, A- to
D, B+ to G, and B- to E) the leg would step in the opposite direction. Changing the time
constants typically changes the speed of travel, or the height or length of strides. If the
duration of neurons E and F were increased, the foot would be brought up higher and the
knee would move farther forward, hence the leg would step higher. Increasing the
durations of neurons D and F would increase the time the knee moves forward and
backward, hence the stride length would be increased.
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The mode of the loop roughly corresponds to the overall activity of the machine –
how many actuators are in motion at once. Changing the mode often changes the gait.
Figure 4 shows a hypothetical robot design in which pulses from a loop of four neurons
initiate stepping motions in four legs. The circles represent neurons, with the arrow
pointing from output to input. A darkened circle indicates a fwing neuron. The ellipses
represent a leg system similar to the one of Figure 3, where a step is initiated by a pulse.
The legs are assumed to be oscillating at the same frequency, and the numbers show the
phase of each leg’s oscillation in degrees. The direction of motion is toward the top of
the page. These gaits all have examples in nature. For example, dogs walk and trot,
camels pace, and squirrels bound.

WALK PACE TROT BOUND

‘igure 4. The mode of a loop and the connections between neurons and actuators can be
used to control the gait. -

Controlling Networks of Neurons
The behavior of a network is controlled by injecting currents at the stimulus

inputs of neurons, “applying a stimulus”. A stimulus can be applied many ways, one of
the simplest of which is shown in Figure 5. In practice, the resistor Ri can be replaced
with other sensors, such as a photodiode or a strain gauge. With variable resistance
devices in place of the resistor, the switch can sometimes be omitted. The switch can
also be replaced by a tactile sensor, a digital output port on a microcontroller, or the
output of another neuron. The sensor that applies the stimulus serves to change the time
constant of the RC circuit and the steady-state voltage at node B (Vbss). Five things can
occur, depending on the new time constant and whether Vbss is less than, between, or
greater than the threshold voltages of the Schmidt trigger. The neuron can be held in the
active or quiescent state, the duration of the output pulse can be increased or decreased,
and the neuron can become latched in the active state upon being triggered by an input
pulse. Typically, the neuron is held in active or quiescent states in order to change the
mode of a loop, and pulse durations are changed in order to control a robot’s direction of
motion and speed of traveL

The varying voltage drop across a motor can also be used to change the duration
of a neuron. In Figure 6, the voka.ge.across the motor is fed back to the stimulus input of
a neuron. If the neuron is f~ing and the motor is stalled, the reduction in voltage across
the motor will decrease the neuron’s duration. If the motor is allowed to run freely, the
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higher voltage across the motor will increase the neuron duration. It is likely that this or
similar effects can be used to the designer’s advantage. For example, by using loading
information a robot might be able to self-adjust its behavior, or locate footholds on rough
terrain. It should be noted that a capable walking machine can be built that does not -
make use of any feedback control. The Nv network that controls the physical robot
described in this report operates as an open-loop controller.
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Figure 5. A stimulus can change the behavior of a neuron. In this case the stimulus
increases the steady state voltage at node B, and the fwing duration of the neuron is
increased.

A+ Motor
Figure 6. The voltage drop
across a motor can directly
affect the behavior of a
neuron.

Implementation of a Physical Robot
A walking robot was built using a four-neuron loop as the core controller.

The machine is s;lf-contained and abo;t 10 cm in length. ‘The walker is a four-legged
machine with a total of two degrees of freedom (0.5 DOF per leg). It contains a 9-
volt battery pack and two DC gear-motors. Figure 16 shows the mechanical layout of
the machine as well as the steps in its “gait cycle”. The front legs of the robot area
single rigid component. A gear-motor is attached to the legs at their midpoint. The
motor moves the legs by rotating the entire component through a single axis. The
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rear legs, like the front ones, are a single component moved by rotation. In this robot,
the axis of the front motor is parallel to the ground while the axis of the rear motor is
normal to it. This arrangement is not always necessary, the motors can be set at a
wide range of angles. The “front” of the robot is chosen somewhat arbitrarily
because it can effectively walk forward and backward.

The gait used by this machine is a quasi-static walking gait. It is analogous to the
walking gait used by many four-legged animals. It differs from the tripod gait used by
most six legged robots, both in the number of legs and in the way the machine balances.
The tripod gait is a static gait because the center of gravity of the machine is always
within the support polygon. For the four-legged walker described here, the support
polygon is simply the triangle formed by whichever three feet are on the ground. Most of
the time the center of gravity is within the support polygon, and the walker is balanced on
three of its legs. However, the machine takes steps by tipping on two of its legs and
falling onto a third. In other words, the legs move such that the existing support polygon
disappears and the machine falls into a new one. For this reason, the weight distribution
and placement of the feet are critical to successful walking.

Figure 7 describes the gait cycle of the robot. After a gait cycle, the machine is in
the same configuration it started the cycle with, but its position relative to the ground
should have changed. The arrow indicates the normal direction of travel (forward), and
the numbering shows the order in which the legs “step”, or move forward. The depiction
of the gait cycle starts when leg 1 is raised and the robot is balanced on legs 2, 3, and 4.
The robot moves from a to b by rotating the back legs. At some point during this, the
robot becomes unbalanced on 2, 3, and 4; tips over legs 3 and 4; and falls onto legs 1, 3,
and 4. This point occurs when the center of gravity moves outside of the polygon of
support described by legs 2, 3, and 4. The robot moves from b to c by rotating the front
legs. This returns leg 2 to the ground and raises leg 3. To move from c to d, the back
legs rotate in the opposite direction. The robot becomes unbalanced on 1,2, and 4; tips
over legs 1 and 2; and falls onto legs 1, 2, and 3. To return to a, the front legs rotate in
the opposite direction, returning leg 4 to the ground and raising leg 1.

The four-neuron loop is connected to the motors as shown in Figure 8. The loop
can be seen in the center of the schematic, with the two motors above and below it. The
large numbers of inverters in parallel are used as motor drivers. The rear motor has an
extra set of drivers so that the connections between neurons 2 and 4 and the rear motor
can be changed. The extra inverters effectively act as a multiplexer, only one set is on at
a given time. The input to the multiplexer is labeled R in the schematic. When R is held
low, the motors will move such that the legs of the robot follow the gait cycle shown in
Figure 16, going a-b-c-d. When R is held high, the rear motor oscillation is shifted by
180 degrees, and the legs follow the same gait cycle except in reverse, going a-d-c-b.
Shifting the phase of the legs changes the direction of travel.

The loop can also be controlled via the stimulus inputs to its four neurons. The
machine only walks when there is one pulse traveling in the loop. When there are two
pukes, there is no voltage drop across the motors even though the loop is actively
oscillating. The robot can be steered by reducing the duration of one of the rear motor’s
neurons. Reducing the duration of one of these neurons causes the rear legs to drifl to
one side, causing the robot turning sharply as it walks. Increasing or decreasing the
duration of neurons 1 and 2 can change the stepping height of the front legs.
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In order to control the robot, the tive control lines (1,2,3,4,R) were interfaced to
the digital output port of a PIC 1673 microcontroller, which in turn communicated with a
base station via an RF modem. With this setup, a user can remotely start, stop, and steer
the robot, as well as adjust its step height and speed of travel. It is fairly easy to navigate
the machine through a cluttered office or a gravel parking lot. More complex
environments like grass or rocky slopes challenge the ability of the robot.
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Figure 16.
Mechanical layout
and gait cycle for the
implemented robot.
The dotted triangle
indicates the polygon
of support, described
by the three legs on
the ground. The
darkened circle
indicates the
machine’s center of
gravity. See text for
explanation.

Figure 8. Four-neuron loop for controlling
quadruped robot
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